FRESHMEN OVERSUBSCRIBE MEMORIAL HALL FUND CAMPAIGN IN FOUR DAYS

HARPER'S LAUNCHES LITERARY CONTEST

LITERARY CONTESTS

AWARD CROSS-COUNTRY LETTERS

1927 TRACK SCHEDULE RATIFIED BY COMMITTEE

NATATOS OPPOSE SYRACUSE MERMEN

PARADE WILL HONOR UNIVERSITY FOUNDER

WIGGERS ANNOUNCE CHORUS REHEARSALS

BUREAU OFFERS MANY POSITIONS

YEARLY OFFICE SIGN PLUGS

SCHABBAND AND BLADE SOCIETY ENROLLS THREE NEW MEMBERS
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SATISFACTION IS WHAT YOU WANT; MIlK SHAKES

Luncheon 40c
Dinner 75c

THE TWIN PALM TREK

LUNCHEONETTE

Halls Dining Car
7th Market Street

PIANOS RENTED

Confectionary
1424-26 Chestnut St.
3333 Woodland Avenue
3417 Walnut St.

Opposite Dormitories)

1339 Walnut Street

109-111 Market Street

Also RAVIOLI and ITALIAN DINNER
1209 Arch Street

10 till 1 A.M.

109-111 Market Street

1339 Walnut Street

YOU GET MORE THAN
JUST A "TAXI" WHEN YOU MAIL A TAXI!

THE COPPER KETTLE
3417 Walnut St.
Lunch 40c
Dinner 75c
Chicken and Water Dinner Wednesday and Saturday

BROADWAY CONFECTIONARY
Wine Milk Candy
LUNCHEONETTE FRUITS

BELLAK PIANOS RENTED
710 Market Street

THE EDU
Restaurant
3301 Walnut Avenue
For a Delicious
ITALIAN DINNER
Also RAVIOLI and SPAGHETTI

Special Lunch 65c
Open till 1 A.M.

PAGACY THOSE STOMACH PAINS AT THE PALM TREE DINER WITH OUR CHOICE MUSSELS OF UN-AULTERATED W H O L E S O M E NOURISHMENT WHICH MEANS—EAT AT ANY HOUR—EAT AT THE PALM TREE DINER WAGONS 249 and 255 Sn. 37th

Hall's Dining Car
3419 Woodland Ave.
SATISFACTION IS WHAT YOU WANT
W E GUARANTEE IT NEVER CLOSED

STUDENTS TAKE NOTICE
We give you special rates on rental
You can save from $10 to $20
in a Rebuilt Typewriter
AMERICAN WRITING MACHINE CO
2 STORES
1209 Arch Street
1209 Walnut Street
Locust 1861
Pennypack 1467

QUAKER CITY CAB

SPECIAL FREE OFFER COUPON
To any college man who purchases four (4) bottles of
under $1.00 each, we will give absolutely free, one Underbar根本就不
be selected by the holder of the coupon signed by DAVID BROWN, from whom he purchased the pipes. Student's Name: 
Underbar: Address:

BAYLNN BROTHERS
COLLEGE PHARMACY
491 Walnut Street
Lunch at Our Fountain and Remember
This New Line has an unusually fine line of gifts for both Boy or Girl and the Women.
For the Man
They are on the lines of Underbar Pipes

GORDON Underbar
Sold and Fully Guaranteed by F. K. SNELL, 363 Walnut Street
LOUIS S. DION, 260 Walnut St.
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AN UNDERGRADUATE PRODUCTION

Step by step, the Mask and Wig progresses toward the
completion of preparations for the 1927 production. And from
act indications, it appears that five year's production, while
maintaining the same high standard for which Wig and
Mask is noted, will be more representative of undergraduate effort,
than ever before.

One step in this direction was taken earlier in the year, with
the announcement that students in the graduate schools at
the University would be more actively participating in its work.
And the wisdom of this action may be readily judged by the
large number of students who enter the effort.

And with the opening of a music competition, in which
students are invited to submit a score for the production, and
other field for undergraduate effort in conjunction with Mask
and Wig, the school spirit of the past years, culminates in
materially in the music score of its own. As numerous
students, the big jobs of the productions having been
composed by students.

The task of composing the complete score for the produ-
tion, however, is more exacting; the problem of matching
out a well-balanced orchestration is more difficult to solve.
And in the student who is successful, defines recognition a
offered. The difficulty of the test is conceded, but the
undergraduate who contributes the winning score in the music
competition will be recognized as one who has proven his
ability, and who has added materially in making the 1927
Mask and Wig production more truly representative of
undergraduate tastes.

A PROGRESSIVE STEP

In the spring of 1924, a group of representative students
met in Houston Hall with the purpose of forming a com-
pany whose work might be to entertain visiting publics
and spread propaganda for Pennsylvania. As a result of their
efforts, the Blue Key Society was organized on the
old "Student Entertainment Committee" which had been in
abeyance for a number of years. Since that time in 1924 the
organization has grown in size to the main offices of its
members the scope of it has broadened until now it occupies
a well defined position among campus activities.

Following the progressive policy the Blue Key and Key
Society has recently announced its intention to affiliate with the
Blue Key for a union organization of national scope.
The formal installation will be held sometime during the last
day of the junior year. The Blue Key Society is of special
importance in the sense that it is a group of students who
will be more active in the country and to promote their
general welfare. The organi-

Stewards

When the fraternity brothers return from practice, in their class or quiet, they're anxious to
put on a real feed bag.

They'll appreciate it too, if it is made with
muffling dough, 
"FRESHER BY A DAY"

BEASTON'S

50 years on the Campus
FAMOUS FOR THEIR COFFEE WITH PURE CREM AND SANDWICHES TOASTED

Guguc's Sale

High Value Young Men's Shoes

INCUMBING MANY OF OUR FAMOUS "BRAND-NAME" SHOES AT PRICES AS LOW AS

$9.90

$9.90

SEPTEMBER 30

STUDENT STORE

OPPOSITE "THE WORKS"
History Is Being Made
1930 Is Proving "It Can Be Done"

Monday night will set a new standard of achievement

IF
You accept this, your opportunity to co-operate

Tabernacle Presbyterian Church---Chestnut St. at 37th St.
Rev. John Allan Blair, D. D., Minister
Cafe Rookery Dining and Dancing
Bread 39th St. at 35th St.

NOTICES
Indoor Track—All trackmen report to Franklin Field every afternoon at three o'clock.
Basing—Coach Decker issues call for squires to the 140-pound class. All men from 140 to 155 pounds are eligible.

The Names—The following men will shoot in the Baptist match this week:

1927 Record—Every better report every day this week.

1927 Record—The price of the 1927 issue will increase to $22.50 on January 20.

Basketball—Student tickets may still be obtained at the office of the Council on Athletics, 3309 Walnut Street.

Penn and ink Competition—On January 15, a member of the junior class will be elected to fill the position of assistant columnist. All juniors interested in the competition are urged to turn in as much work as possible in the near future.


Varsity Swimming—The following men report at the Reading Terminal for the trip to Springfield at 2:30 Saturday morning: Johnston, McCall, Beuster, Rosen, Roschen, Bierman, Meisen, Hussman, Hunsken, Buchanan, McKenzie, Kaplan. On the team: Moore, Moskow, Bierman, Mccluskey, Jordon, Lions, Hunsken, Backer, and Robin.

Chapel of the Transfiguration
3334 Woodland Avenue
Rev. John R. Hart, Jr., Chaplain
Arnold D. G. Maas, '27 Wh., Chairman of Board of Pulpit
9:30 A.M.—Holy Communion
11:00 A.M.—Mevier Mitchell Mission
7:40 P.M.—Mevier Mitchell Mission at the Church of the Surry
at ST. MARY'S CHURCH
Hamilton Village
Locust St. Above 37th St.
7:40 A.M.—Holy Communion
11:00 A.M.—Maas and Service.

Lebanon Church of the Holy Communion
Chestnut St. above 21st Street
Rev. Jay Harris, D. D., Pastor
10:45 A.M.—Church School
11:00 A.M.—The Rev. C. M. Jacob, D. D., will preach
6:00 P.M.—Open House for Students and Young People
11:45 P.M.—The Rev. Robert H. Giebert, Jr. will preach.
Barrels of Gold for Barrels of Fun! Another $4,000 IN PRIZES Will Be Given Away Next Week!

Get YOUR Share in The Fourth Big CROSS-WORD PUZZLE Contest and The Fourth Great BRIDGE Contest Starting TOMORROW in the SUNDAY PUBLIC LEDGER AND NORTH AMERICAN

Was Dempsey Poisoned?

Was the fight "on the level"? Was Dempsey "doped"? Here is the real truth as related by Jack Dempsey himself, and by one of the fairest and best-informed sports authorities in the country—William H. (Billy) Rocap, who was privileged to be with Dempsey throughout the entire time the ex-champion was training for his fight with Tunney.

One of the Interesting Full-Page Stories in the Big 12-Page Illustrated Magazine TOMORROW

CECILE SOREL tells us all about LOVE

Darling of the French stage, now a countess, tells us her own woman's life is incomplete without marriage—and she tells, in a full page story, just why she thinks so.

One of the Feature Pages in the Big Illustrated Magazine TOMORROW

DON'T MISS the Best SPORTS PAGES in Pennsylvania

America's Greatest Comic Section

12 PAGES COMICS

Latest Parisian FASHIONS in the Society Section

A Beautiful ROTOGRAVURE Pictorial Section

Philadelphia's Most Entertaining Sunday Newspaper SUNDAY

PUBLIC LEDGER AND NORTH AMERICAN

Buy It Tomorrow
DARTMOUTH BASKETBALL SQUAD WHICH PLAYS PENNSYLVANIA HERE TONIGHT

Reading from left to right the players are: Front row, Ellis, Hey Parker, captain; Henge, Picken, middle row, Welty, manager; Biege, Ben, Biege, Turcuchit, Oliver; Carr, assistant manager. Top row, Austin, Taylor, Ebner, Sprout and Venable.

INDOOR CREW PRACTICE
Under the North Stand of Franklin Field. Start, Captain Charles T. Hill.

INTERIOR OF THE PALESTRA
Which was dedicated at the Intercollegiate League game with Yale.
THE UNIVERSITY WRESTLING TEAM

The members reading from left to right are: Front row, Fisher and Pratt. Second row, Roberts, Lee, Captain McDonald, Martin and Taylor. Top row, Copeland, Marvin, Bixler, Melton, Urban, Randell, Graves, Fath and Manager Armstrong.

HAROLD A. EDLUND
Chairman of the Junior Banquet Committee.

GROUP OF NOTED PSYCHOLOGISTS WHO ATTENDED THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION HELD AT THE UNIVERSITY

Bottom row, reading from left to right: R. S. Woodworth, Columbia; M. F. Washburn, Vassar College; H. C. Warren, Princeton; C. E. Seashore, State University of Iowa; J. Jaffray, University of Wisconsin. Top row: L. M. Terman, Stanford University; H. L. Hollingworth, Columbia; Raymond Dodge, Yale; Knight Dunlap, Johns Hopkins.

"JOE" LABRUM
Head of the Publicity Department of the Council on Athletics.

HAYNES AND HAYNES

Who were awarded the Mask and Wig annual cup for their presentation of an unusual song and dance skit.

Strawbridge & Clothier

For All Men Who Demand Quality

Wickham Shoes—$8.50

For men who look for service and comfort at a moderate price and who also demand style—Wickham Shoes meet each demand. New styles for the coming months are here now. Styles to harmonize with the requirements for correct dress.

Exceptionally fine workmanship and unusually fine leathers in these Wickham Shoes. Oxfords and high shoes are in black and tan calf skin leathers and in sturdy Scotch grain effects.

Always at the one price—$8.50.

200 Pairs of James A. Banister
Sample Shoes for Men—$7.95

Sizes 7 1/2 and 8; also 7 1/2 and 7 1/4.
WHY NOT NO.
THE LUCKY BOXER
by R. Tall McKean

COVER ANY TWO ARMS
And you will notice the perfect balance of the body of the boxer.

L. R. Ermilio & Company
Tailors
1107 Walnut Street
Philadelphia
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THE JOHN C. WINSTON CO.
Right in the Heart of the Business District

IF YOU have experienced delays, mistakes, overcharges, or unworthy results in your printed matter, why not end your annoyance now by communicating with us!

CATALOGS, advertisements, pamphlets and all other printed matter should be exactly right, accepted as fair and as responsible work. Report, unsolicited service alone can improve your name of reputation. Our claim rests on the following objective: we will accommodate you. Model style to suit your taste and carry through all your work. We specialize in educational printing. Catalogs, yearbooks, college magazines, bulletins, foreign language material and college magazines, can easily be handled in a way that is "All Green" in cost, since our long experience in this line of work will result in pleasant economical work.

THE JOHN C. WINSTON COMPANY
PRINTERS
BOOK ASHLEY BIBLIOPHILES AND MANUFACTURERS
BINDERS
WINSTON BUILDING - 1006-1012 ARCH STREET - PHILADELPHIA

ON GREATER FRANKLIN FIELD

SUPPLEE ICE CREAM

IS SERVED

and

AT THE TRAINING TABLE

GOLD MEDAL MILK

BOTH ARE UNEXCELLED

SUPPLEE-WILLS-JONES

L. R. Ermilio & Company
Tailors
1107 Walnut Street
Philadelphia

STATUE OF CHARLES CUSTIS HARRISON, L.L.D.
situated in the upper end of the Big Triangle.

IF YOU have experienced delays, mistakes, overcharges, or unworthy results in your printed matter, why not end your annoyance now by communicating with us!

CATALOGS, advertisements, pamphlets and all other printed matter should be exactly right, accepted as fair and as responsible work. Report, unsolicited service alone can improve your name of reputation. Our claim rests on the following objective: we will accommodate you. Model style to suit your taste and carry through all your work. We specialize in educational printing. Catalogs, yearbooks, college magazines, bulletins, foreign language material and college magazines, can easily be handled in a way that is "All Green" in cost, since our long experience in this line of work will result in pleasant economical work.
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GOLD MEDAL MILK

SUPPLEE ICE CREAM
A smoking pleasure that never fails

Here is the outstanding fact of the entire cigarette industry: Camels never tire the taste, no matter how liberally you smoke them; never leave a cigarette after-taste.

Only the choicest tobaccos that nature produces, only the finest blending ever given a cigarette could produce a smoke that never fails to please, that always brings the utmost in smoking enjoyment. Regardless of how often you want the comfort of a smoke, of how steadily you light one after another, Camels will never fail you, never give you any but the finest thrill of smoking pleasure.

That is why Camel sales, by far the largest in the world, keep overwhelmingly in the lead. Increasing millions are discovering the incomparable Camel quality — smoothness and mellowness. If you want the one and only cigarette that's good to live strenuously from morn to mid-night — the cigarette that never tires the taste — Have a Camel!

C. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, WINSTON-SALEM, N. C.